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“One part at a 
time, one day at a 

time, we can 
accomplish any 
goal we set for 

ourselves”

Karen Casey

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users


Who is this  eBook for? 


This is an ebook for anyone who has as part of their 

New Year’s Resolutions to learn how to build digital 

products using no-code tools. We’ve assembled a 22-

day challenge in which the only thing you need to do 

is to read, watch or listen to specific content.



bravostudio.app

A study published in the European Journal of Social 

Psychology says it takes at least 22 days for a person to 

form a new habit. 





That’s why we designed this 22-day challenge. 

We want to boost your creativity and your no-

code knowledge and help you get started with 

Bravo Studio. Plus, we want you to enjoy the 

process. Building apps can be a really fun thing to 

do. 

Learn how to build digital products 
using no-code tools. 

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
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CHECKLIST

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users


🟡 Easily convert a Figma or Adobe 

XD file to Native App 

Day #0 


Before you get going you should create your Bravo 

Studio account (it’s free!) and watch this introductory 

video. 
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Done? Mark the checkbox 

A little progress each day, 


ads up to big results.

 Easily convert a Figma or Adobe XD file to Native App 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_Ih0ETwMa0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_Ih0ETwMa0
http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_Ih0ETwMa0
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Day #1 


 What’s the difference between no-code and low-code? 


Normally, an entrepreneur that doesn’t code needs to 

spend money, and maybe even raise it, to hire developers. 

Today, there are hundreds of people bolting together 

various online services to create webs, apps, MVPs, and 

prototypes without coding. In this article we talk about 

the different tools and possibilities no-code has for 

creators. 


Interested? You can learn more about no-code and no-

code tools here! 





Done? Mark the checkbox 

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.bravostudio.app/post/low-code-no-code-whats-the-deal
https://uxplanet.org/no-code-tools-and-their-democratizing-power-for-designers-641f2b065e69
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Day #2 


The first thing we have for you is a Beginner 

Masterclass of Figma Basics for Bravo with Sean 

Watase, designer, content creator, and Bravo Expert. In 

this Masterclass, he will walk you through Figma and 

everything you need to know to design your 

wireframes and turn them into a real app.




Beginner Masterclass of Figma Basics for Bravo

Intro to Figma - Beguinner’s guide to Figma Basics 

Intro to Figma - Beginner’s 

guide to Figma Basics 

Beginner 

Masterclass of 

Figma Basics for 

Bravo

Done? Mark the checkbox 

Bonus! Watch this vídeo by Jesse Showalter: 

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhmigPg6CvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jk1T0CdLxwU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jk1T0CdLxwU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jk1T0CdLxwU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhmigPg6CvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhmigPg6CvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhmigPg6CvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhmigPg6CvM
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Day #3 


Once you’ve watched the Masterclass qne Jesse’s 

video you might want to get a grasp on what the Bravo 

Documentation website looks like. This web is our 

official no-code Help Center. In there you’ll find all sorts 

of tutorials, and sample files on how to use Bravo 

Studio. It may come in handy at any time! 





Done? Mark the checkbox 

Bravo Documentation Website

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://docs.bravostudio.app/
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Day #4



Now’s the time to listen to some personal experiences and 

check out how designers, creators, and entrepreneurs are 

using no-code to improve their skills and their work.


This interview is with Sara Brunettini, YouTuber,  Freelancer, 

and Product Designer. She loves creating YouTube videos 

about UX Design and creativity and being a woman in tech. 


Done? Mark the checkbox 

What is a product designer? 

What is a product designer? 

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-vnoNXkH9s&
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-vnoNXkH9s&
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Day #5



Day 5 is here, it’s time to join Jesse Showalter, designer, and 

front-end developer. He built a mobile app and launched it into 

both app stores within a single weekend using Bravo Studio to 

take a design from Figma to the app store in a few easy steps. 

In this series, he will show you through a step-by-step of how 

he did so you can start launching your apps. Follow him!

Build an App with Bravo Studio 


Build an App with Bravo Studio 


Done? Mark the checkbox 

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhimuVI8GQs&list=PLzg-UiRu-a_bobp_RwK-ydb9MQyI5zaHS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhimuVI8GQs&list=PLzg-UiRu-a_bobp_RwK-ydb9MQyI5zaHS
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Day #6



Did you know you can also use Adobe XD with Bravo to build 

your own app? In this masterclass, Fergie, UX/UI designer & 

Adobe XD ambassador builds a simple app using Adobe XD. 


Further info about Adobe XD? Watch and find out 

10 things you need to know about this tool! 


this vídeo 

Adobe XD for Bravo Studio Beginner Masterclass


Adobe XD for Bravo 

Studio Beginner 

Masterclass


Done? Mark the checkbox 

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JttI6YpmPGI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9L2FfVGynY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9L2FfVGynY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9L2FfVGynY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9L2FfVGynY


Airtable basics for Bravo 

Studio. What is Airtable 

used for? 🤨
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Day #7



The time has come for you to get into databases! In this video, 

Javier Viñas, Digital strategist & Data Analyst, will cover what 

is Airtable; the main difference between spreadsheets like 

Excel and Google Sheets, and a quick tutorial on how to get 

started.

 Never have heard of Airtable?   Learn the Airtable basics here!

Done? Mark the checkbox 

Airtable basics for Bravo Studio. What is Airtable used for? 🤨


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3_fmexrxIs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3_fmexrxIs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3_fmexrxIs
http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRUB4nnUp9o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3_fmexrxIs
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Day #8



Now that you’ve learned what Airtable is, you are ready for a 

new Crash Course. Learn how to feed your app design with 

real data coming from an external database. Join Sean 

Watase, content creator, designer, and Bravo Expert to kick-

start your no-code journey. 


In this course, you will learn what an API is, how to create a 

database using Airtable, how to connect it to Bravo Studio, 

how to bind design elements with data records, and how to 

add a reveal page animation.




Done? Mark the checkbox 

How to add real data to your app design


How to add real data to your app design


http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84ADlQHmBwI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84ADlQHmBwI
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Day #9
Speed up your design process by duplicating or downloading 

any of . Choose your favorite from 

multiple themes and customize it to fit your purpose.


our free app design UI kits

Done? Mark the checkbox 

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.bravostudio.app/academy/ui-kits
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Day #10



Maybe you need a bit of inspiration? Check out the apps that 

were  and read these interviews to learn 

more about app creators and their no-code journeys. 


First, you can get into the world of two Spain-based 

journalists, Fernando Sosa and Juanjo Espada, who launched a 

couple of months ago a no-code app made with Bravo Studio 

that offers data and stats on the Extremadura football 

matches and championships. 

Then, learn how Michelle Caira, a non-tech Scottish founder 

who lives in France, created The Menopause App. She has 

been working for a while in an app for new mums called Fit 

Mama. This year she created a no-code prototype for her new 

startup: The Menopause App. She presented it at Station F in 

France and got into a Femtech program. 


   The next challenge?  Building a no-code MVP.



#MadeWithBravo

The app has already surpassed 

1000 downloads and its user base is growing steadily 

Done? Mark the checkbox 

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.bravostudio.app/apps-made-with-bravo
https://www.bravostudio.app/post/madewithbravo-a-talk-with-the-creators-of-a-no-code-football-app-with-1000-downloads
https://www.bravostudio.app/post/madewithbravo-a-talk-with-the-creators-of-a-no-code-football-app-with-1000-downloads


How to create a contacts app 

from start to finish
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Join Sean Watase, content creator, designer, and Bravo Expert, 

for this Accelerate crash course. On this series of 4 videos, 

learn how to add animations, webviews, and a Typeform and 

connect everything to your app.

Day #11



Done? Mark the checkbox 

How to create a contacts app from start to finish


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=do3yrouUDsA&t=12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=do3yrouUDsA&t=12s
http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=do3yrouUDsA&t=12s
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Explore  to 

see how they are set up in terms of design and Bravo Tags. 

You can also use them as UI Kits and customize them to your 

app needs.




 the sample Bravo projects for Figma and Adobe XD

Day #12

Done? Mark the checkbox 

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.bravostudio.app/academy/sample-apps


Bugs and how to fix them pt 1


Bugs and how to fix them pt 2
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Day #13



Do you know what a bug is? In these videos, Jonas talks about 

some common issues that can appear after you have imported 

your design file to Bravo Studio. Issues like these are called 

bugs and can be solved fairly easily. 

Done? Mark the checkbox 

Bugs and how to fix them pt 1


Bugs and how to fix them pt 2



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRwwCg0d618
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cD9p4nSxx5w
http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRwwCg0d618
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cD9p4nSxx5w


Bravo 




Tips 
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Day #14
It’s now time for a YouTube playlist on Bravo Tips. 

These should come in handy while you are creating 

your app. Or you can binge-watch them and learn 

everything in advance!

Done? Mark the checkbox 

Bravo Tips 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLzg-UiRu-a_YTj5_eTVuR1uNmAFHKBuew
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLzg-UiRu-a_YTj5_eTVuR1uNmAFHKBuew
http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLzg-UiRu-a_YTj5_eTVuR1uNmAFHKBuew


No Code Summer Camp 
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Day #15



Last summer we organized together with NoCode.Tech a No-

Code Summer Camp. It took place between July and 

September and it included a series of workshops with tech 

professionals that were meant to help users launch their next 

project.


Learn how to plan your app, build clones and scalable 

databases, create an expenses app, and market and scale 

your app.   



Done? Mark the checkbox 

No Code Summer Camp 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kuhaqSZgyKM&list=PLzg-UiRu-a_Y56ZNwqtN-pvWvBihZXqxS
http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kuhaqSZgyKM&list=PLzg-UiRu-a_Y56ZNwqtN-pvWvBihZXqxS
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App creators need to test their ideas and launch their products 

as soon as possible. Tech moves fast. Users change. 

 where you’ll learn how to use Design 

Sprint & Bravo Studio to reduce risk and find the product-

market fit for your app.


It’s not strictly about no-code but it will definitely 

complement the app planning workshop you’ve seen 

yesterday. 


There’s a 

free ebook available

Day #16



Done? Mark the checkbox 

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.bravostudio.app/post/heres-a-way-to-prevent-your-app-from-getting-a-low-download-count
https://www.bravostudio.app/post/heres-a-way-to-prevent-your-app-from-getting-a-low-download-count


How to fix API issues 
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Day #17



Day #18



Perhaps you’ve been trying for a while to get to know tech 

people but aren’t getting anywhere or you are struggling to 

meet funders? 

 to stand out and get what you are looking for 

from the tech industry. 


We’ve compiled some handy resources and 

tips for you

The Build It With Jonas vídeo series is a must if you want to 

get tips, ideas, and step-by-step. Learn how to fix API issues, 

choose the best no-code backend stack, use variables, and 

way more. Join Jonas!

Done? Mark the checkbox 

How to fix API issues 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bd-0tG_O5E&list=PLzg-UiRu-a_ZgsQEz7x-sdYpBAS6MoJZf&index=10
http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.bravostudio.app/post/a-guide-on-how-to-get-into-the-tech-world-without-feeling-like-a-total-stranger
https://www.bravostudio.app/post/a-guide-on-how-to-get-into-the-tech-world-without-feeling-like-a-total-stranger
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bd-0tG_O5E&list=PLzg-UiRu-a_ZgsQEz7x-sdYpBAS6MoJZf&index=10
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We’ve got book recommendations too! Sometimes we need 

to check out as many sources as possible in order to get new 

and fresh ideas. Check out this  and get a full list of design 

and tech books you’ll love. 

reel

Day #19


Done? Mark the checkbox 

 Ways of seeing - John Berger


  The Art of Rest - Claudia Hammond


  The Anatomy of Colour - Patrick Baty 


  Why Fonts Matter - Sarah Hyndman


 Women Design - Libby Sellers


 This is Still Not a Book! - Jean Jullien

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CTXMGXeA_uL/
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If you need to learn how to debug your app you can visit our 

or check thisHelp Center  Instagram post

Day #20


Done? Mark the checkbox 

http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://docs.bravostudio.app/connnec-api/data-library-data-library-debug-section#how-to-use-the-debug-section
https://www.instagram.com/p/CVvV3_8LiPs/


Bravo Studio 3.0 New 

Features explained
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In 2021 we revamped Bravo Studio and launched Bravo 3.0 with 

a whole new set of functionalities. Learn about these features 

with Jonas!

Day #21


Done? Mark the checkbox 

Bravo Studio 3.0 New Features explained
Bravo Studio 3.0 New Features explained


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8S-Or0zq2I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8S-Or0zq2I
http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8S-Or0zq2I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8S-Or0zq2I


Bravo Victory Masterclass
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Day #22
Day 22 has arrived! You are ready for our last and most 

advanced Crash Course in which you will learn how to use 

some of the advanced features available only to Bravo studio 

paid plans.  Learn how to add remote actions, maps markers, 

device location, push notifications and  firebase login to your 

app. 

Done? Mark the checkbox 

Hope you’ve enjoyed our content! Want to learn more? Follow 

us on YouTube and Instagram. We share videos, resources, 

ebooks, and articles every week! 


Bravo Victory Masterclass


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SOpciRTBk0
http://bit.ly/Beginner_Bravo_Users
https://www.youtube.com/c/BravoStudioapp
https://www.instagram.com/bravostudioapps/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SOpciRTBk0
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BE BRAVE
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